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Abstract 

EXPRESSION OF CERTAIN DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

AS RATIONAL FUNCTIONS OF TWO FIXED OPERATORS 

George W. Bright 

It is known that the set of differential operators which 

map T-automorphic forms of weight k into T-automorphic forms 

of weight k', for all subgroups TcG = the group of fractional 

linear transformations of the upper half-plane, has countably 

many generators, say Dn, n=2,3,4,..., where the highest order 

derivative of f appearing in the expression Dnf is n. We 
2 3 

will show that the first two operators, D and D , are 

enough to generate each of the Dn as a rational expression of 

compositions of these two fixed operators. 

In addition, an algorithm will be described which will 

calculate a specific rational expression equivalent to Dnf, 

for all n. The denominator, 6n, of this expression is a 

2 s 
polynomial in f and (D o) f, where denotes operator 

composition, for all positive integers s such that 2s^n. 

Then 6nD
nf is a polynomial in f and (D^a)r<> (D^o )sf, where 

r is 0 or 1, and s is such that 3r+2s^n. Let P be this 

polynomial. Then the coefficients of P are calculated by 

applying 

(6n)(D
nf) = P 

to certain suitably chosen functions f and using Crairter's 

rule. The impracticality of the algorithm is demonstrated 

for the case n=4. 
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1. Preliminary Remarks 

Let G be the group of fractional linear transformations 

of the upper half-plane, H**" = fx+iy | x,y € R and y>0] . For 

a subgroup Fc^G we have the following definitions: 

Definition 1: f(z) is a r-automorphic form of weight k if 

i) f(z) is holomorphic on H+, bounded at all finite parabolic 

vertices^of a fundamental region for r in H*", bounded as 

Im(z) -♦ co} and 

ii) V y£T, f(yz) = J^Cz) f(z), where J^(z) = - is 

the Jacobian of the transformation y, and where k is an integer 

Definition 2: (r,k) denotes the vector space of r-automorphic 

forms of weight k. 

By considering generators of G, Rankin [51 and Resnikoff 

[7] have defined differential operators, Dm, integral ms2, 

such that V fcG, 

(1) (F,k) - (r,ra(lc+2)) . 

For f . = —r- f it has been shown that if P € (E[f,ff ] 
r j r ’l’’m5 

f € (r,£), 
and p € (r,k) then P is a quotient of some Q in 

(E[f ,D^f, ... ,Dmf ] and an appropriate power of f(z). Actually 

2 3 
D and D are sufficient to represent P, if operator compo¬ 

sition is admitted. If we define 

(2) Dr’sf = (D3o )ro(D2o)sf , 

for integers r and s, then it will be enough to show that 

Dmf is a rational function of f and {Dr,sf}, for all pairs 

(r,s) such that 

(3) r€{0,1}, s€{0,1,2,...,[^3}2> and 3r+2s^m. 

The denominator of this expression will assume a canonical 

form, and the coefficients of the numerator will be 

derived by Cramer’s' rule. 

^See [4, pp. 76-77,42,22] for definitions of parabolic 
vertex and fundamental region. 

2 
For x€R, [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or 

equal to x. 
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2. Historical Basis 

[33. 

(4) 

This problem has grown from the work of C. G. J. Jacobi 

He showed that each of the theta series 

^ e 
h** 

in-n z 

* e-E* 

iTT K* 2 4 

« 6 & 
n eXX 

satisfies a third order differential equation. This equation 

was derived through the theory of elliptic modular functions. 

Adolf Hurwitz [2] showed that this result can be 

generalized. Consider an algebraic Riemann surface, R, of 

genus > 1.-^ It is known that R =* U/r', where U is the unit 
disk and F' is a group of biholomorphic mappings of U. Since 

U is analytically equivalent to H+, R =“ H+/r, where T is a 
group of biholomorphic mappings of H . Then a meromorphic 
  J. 

function f:R-*(E corresponds to a meromorphic function on H 

invariant under r. We will let f(z) denote both functions. 

An easy computation shows that 

(5) f'(yz) = J^z)"1 f'(z) , 

for y€T and f' the derivative of f. Since r is a subgroup of 

the group generated by [z -* z+t, z -.-z”"*"}, t€R, then 

y(z) = (az+b)/(cz+d), where we may assume ad-bc=l. Then 

(6) J/z)-1 = (cz+d)^, so 

(7) f'(yz) = (cz+d)^ f'(z). 

Then f' satisfies the definition of T-automorphic form of 

weight 2, except the f' is meromorphic instead of holomorphic. 
2 

We will show that D cp is a polynomial in cp and its derivatives 
2 

and that D cp satisfies condition ii) of Definition 1 when- 
2 

ever cp does. Therefore, D (f*) is meromorphic and by [7, p.237] 

behaves as if it had weight 2(2+2)=8. Also, (f1)^ has the 
A i 

same property, so D^(f')/(f')4 has weight 0. That is, it is 

invariant with respect to T; and thus, it defines a 

meromorphic function on R : 

(8) (D2(f')/(f')4) : R f 

Using this expression to define a "derivative" for f, one 

can show that f satisfies a third order differential equation. 

This is Hurwitz' result. 

'^For genus=l, R is a torus, TMC/.E, where Eis a lattice 
group, generated by two R-linearly independent vectors in (C. 
Meromorphic functions of T correspond to elliptic functions 
on the plane. 
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Equation (8) is one way to derive the Schwarzian 

derivative: 

(9) w 

(w 'y 
3(w")3 

2<?7 
which is also invariant under fractional linear transfor¬ 

mations . 

R. A. Rankin ([53,[6]) constructed automorphic forms 

from given forms and their derivatives. He defined basic 

functions from the given forms, took determinants of these 

functions, and then created polynomials which he showed 

to be automorphic forms. H. L. Resnikoff obtained the same 

results by defining operators Dra satisfying (1). We shall 

consider certain properties of Dm, m=2,3,4,... 
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3. Existence of Rational Expressions 

Let f(z) € (r,k), with k^O, and denote 
,m 

by Lm. It is 
dz 

m 

known ([1],[7]) that for m^2, 

(10) Lm : (r,l-m) - (r,l4m) . 

An easy calculation shows that 

f ( (k+l)m-1) /k^m(f (l-m)/k) g R[f ^ 

That is, regardless of the branches chosen for f((k+l)m-l)/k 

and f^ the final result is uniquely determined. More¬ 

over, the resulting expression is in (r,(k+2)m). Then define 

D
mf = f ((k+l)m-l)/k Lm(f (l-m)/k^ 4) ' 

The basic theorem and lemma used to prove our result are 

the following: 

Lemma 1: Let f 6 (r,k), k^O, and 6 € (E[f, f p . .., f ] 0 (r,k'). 

Let a typical monomial term of B be 

cf e° f i1 • * • f , 
1 m ’ 

with c€(C and non-negative integers e., O^i^m. Then 
m 1 

(12) u = E e. and 
j=0 J 

(13) 
m 

u = E je. 
j=i J 

are constant for all monomial terms of B. 

Proof: Rankin [5, p. 104]. 

Theorem 1: Let f, B, u, u be as in Lernma 1. Then B is a 

polynomial in (E[f, D^f, ...,Dmf] divided by ^u^-u 

Proof: The proof we will sketch follows Rankin[5]. As a 

polynomial in f , 

(14) 
nHlr 1—m/r;\m—1 r » _ D f = -jj-Cf) fm + e(m) 

where € (E[f, f p ..., fm_^] . Now, B has the form 

(15) (J3. — Q- n *"• c - o ■, o irt t 

where the sum is finite. By applying equation (14), f 

^3’^2 can successively replaced by (Dmf - 
    

See Table I for some examples of the Dmf. 



Table I 

k+1 f2 1 -P f 
"p fl “ k f f2 

-4Xkfl^jk+2) f3 +32_(k+2) _2 f2f^ 

9(k+l)(2k+3)(k+3) *4 *3(2k+3)(k+3) «2* 

i,4 ri ,3 “r; 

+3Mk+3l f2f2 +43£k+3l f2fif 

k k 
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(v£ - £(2)^’ each multiplied by some negative power of f. 

T*r 
:u ~Uf Thus, fu -UB 6 (C[f, fpD^f, .. . ,Dmf ] by applying Lemma 1. 

To show that f-^ does not appear in the expression choose T, 

and ygr such that YZ=(az+b)/(cz+d) with cd^O. Then since 

f € (r,k) 

(16) f-^yz) = (cz+d)k+2{f1(z) + f(z)} . 

Further, 

(17) 

by the remarks preceding equation (11). B € (r,k'), so 

(fu*-u)(y2) B (yz) = (cz-M)k'+k<u*-u> f(u*-u> (Z) B (z) 
  ,kn, t 

D rt. vi ... v\. (. C. £4o/ 

Dmf(yz) = (cz+d)ra(k+2)Dmf(z) y 

n» n, ••• 

111 ( "ff (DH) 0 ( (CH4 A) f ^CZTKV^D 
r-< 
_ _ . kc _ ^ _ . 

by equations (14) and (17). Terms in — ^ cannnt appear in 

the final result. Since we are free to choose P, we can find 

T, and then y€P, corresponding to infinitely many distinct 

expressions Thus there are infinitely many restraints on 

the finitely many coefficients b for n1>0. This 
ni • • • ri j. 

o 1 m 

implies that b =0 if n,>0; i.e., f, does not appear 
H  JL JL 

0 1 m 

in the expression for B. This proves the result. 

Our basic result is the following: 

Theorem 2: Let f 6 (P,k). For all m^2, Dmf=B^/B2, where for 

i=l,2 B^ g R[f,Dr,sf], Dr,s as given by (2) and r,s by (3). 

Proof: By equation (14),Dmf is linear with respect to f . 

Therefore, DneDmf is linear as a polynomial in fn^3 Vn^2. 

To see this, note that DnoDmf is linear in (Dluf) . But by 
m. 

(14), (Dmf)n = n+m + ^ (m) where £ (m) 

n 

is m 

R [ f, f ^, . .., f^3 • Repeated application of this result 

means that the function Dr,sf is linear in £3r_|_2g • Now, there 

is a pair of integers, (rg,SQ), in the permitted range for 
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r and s such that m=3rQ+2sQ. Further, 0=D 6 ( F,k' ), 

kVO, and 0 € R[f,fp...,fm]. By Theorem 1, 

★ ^ 

f "U 0 € R[f,D x,...,Dmf] . * 

Since 0 is linear in f~ ,9 =f then so is fu _u 0; so by 
+ 

J>r0 0 m 

equation (14) fu u 0 is linear in Dmf. Therefore, 

(18) Dmf = Sl/n2 , 

where 3^ € R[f,D^f,...,D ® ®f] and 3£ £ R[f,D^f,...,Dm-^f]. 

To put this in the form required for the theorem we will 

use induction. For m=2,3 the result is trivially true, since 

(rQjSg) is just (0,1) or (1,0). Assume the result holds for 

B1f, 2^i^m-l. Then substitution into equation (18) for each 

D3^, 2^i^m-l, followed by algebraic manipulation to reduce 

the resulting expression to a simple fraction, completes 

the result. 
3 

Remark: We have required that if D appears in any term, 

then it must appear as the final operator to be applied. The 

method of proof used above could be easily adapted for any 

other reordering of the operators. Indeed, any set S={(cc,8)l 

such that {2a+3p | (a,$)€S} = Z could be used to define the 

form 0. Thus there is no "canonical'’ way to express Dmf 
2 3 as a rational function of f, D °, and D c, though there are 

many different ways to express this rational function. 
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4. Properties of the Dm 

The study of the Dm as differential operators produces 

several facts which will be useful later. 

Lemma 2: [7, p. 340]: i) if c€ffi, then Dm(cf) = cmDmf. 

ii) If sg(C and s^O and if f £ (r,k), then 

Dm(fS) = Dmf # 

These are trivial consequences of the defining equation 
g 

(11); note that (f) has weight ks, so that the application 

of Dm to (f)S uses the value ks whenever Dm applied to f 

uses the value k. 
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5. Canonical Form for the Rational Expression 

In this section we will develop a canonical form for the 

denominator. This canonical form will determine the general 

expression of the numerator. First, let us prove two useful 

identities. As before, "on denotes composition of operators. 

Lemma 3: D0,n+lf = c|- D0,n+l-if^f-2n D2(n+l)f + 

i=l 

where £ € R[f,fp... ’f2n+l^ and c£R. 

Proof: For convenience, a product taken over the empty set 

will be equal to 1. Now we can apply an induction argument. 

For n=0, we have c=l and £=0. Suppose the formula holds 

for n=r-l. Then 

(19) D°’r+1f = D2° D0,rf . 

From Table I, (19) can be rewritten 

(20) D°’r+1f = c1(CD
0’rf]1)

2 + c2[D°’
rf][D°’rf32 , 

where c-^and c2 are non-zero constants. The first term on 

the right-hand side is a polynomial in R[f,f...,f2r+-j_], so 

(21) D°’r+1f = c2[D
0’rf3[D0’rf]2 + . 

Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to equation (21). 

-D
0'"^ ^ [c, CTT 

= ^ Ty T>0>'“‘-f] ■?'**** 

L - l 

By equation (14), D2rf = c'(f)2r-^ f2r + & , where $ is in 
R[f,fp .. . ,f2r_]_]. Thus, 

(^D2rf)i= c
/(f)2r_1 f2r+2 

+ ® » where £ is 

in R[f,f1,...,f2r+1]. Then 

o» v+t p _ „ [-J]- + C y 
T3 £ = c. 

L - I 

lit T>e‘r4,-‘f I V 

.2r+2 But D^L^f = c" (f) 
2r+l 

2r+2 + Z, so 

(22) D°’r+1f = c[ n D
0’r+1-if] f“2r D2r+2 + £ . 

i=l 

This completes the proof. 
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n~ 1 
Lemma 4: D1>nf = c[D°’nf][ n D0’n_if] f"211"1 D2n+3f + £ , 

i=0 

where £ € R[f, f p . .., f2n+2] 
anc* c^- 

Proof: We will use induction. For n=l, by Table I, 

(23) D1’^ - c1(D2f)2(D2£)3 + e1 , 

where £^ € R[f,fp—, f^]. Also, 

(24) (D2f)3 = (c'f2 + c^ff^^ = c^ff^ + £ , 

where & € ... ,f43. Combining (23) and (24) 

(25) D1’^ = c2(D2f)2ff5 + c2 . 

But D5f = of4f5 + e . Thus, 

D^f = c(D2f)2f"3 D5f + £, sd 

(26) D1,Xf = c[D0,1f][ n D0’1-1] f"3 D5f + £ 
i=0 

y 

which is the result for n=l. 

Assume we know the result for n=r. For n-r+1 we see by 

equation (11), Lemma 3, and equation (14) that 

TS'^’V = 

, ^ i-D^trL h4 

C n>-'"fy IT 4 
~ ^ ^ i-O 

C Lt>0,T<,Skl [ TT- -D>°',rV,'‘T] ^ 

_ c 

4-j ^ 
4 4L 

L= fc 

which was to be shown. 

We will needa little more machinery before we define 

the canonical denominator. As in the proof of Theorem 2, 

choose r^ and SQ in the range permitted by (3) such that 

3r0 +2s« = m. From equation (14) and the proof of Theorem 2, 

Dmf and D ^ ®f are linear with respect to fm=f2r +2s 

Lemma 3 can be written 
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(27) 
n-1 

D°’nf = c[ n D®’
n-:Lf] f~2n+2 D

2nf + e 
i=0 

and from (27) and Lemma 4, we see that 
s — 1 

rn,sn 0,sn rn 0 0,sn-i 
(28) D 0 °f = c[D °f] °[ n D 0 

i=0 
f) fm+2 Dmf + p, 

for m=3rQ+2sQ. By the remarks preceding equation (11), the 

weight of D f is m(k+2). Therefore, the weight, W, of 

r0’s0 D u uf is 

W = 

’0, ’0 
2(2(...(k+2)...+2)+2) = 2 uk + S 2^+1 

j = l 
,r0=0 

3(2(2(...(k+2)...+2)+2)+2) = 

s0 ^s0+4). 
3*2 k + 3 S 2J 

j=l 

where f € (r,k). Then (28) becomes 

rA, sn 0,sA rA sr-i 0,sA-i . 0 
(29) D 0 °f = c[D °f] °[ n D 0 f] f"m+2 Dmf 

i=0 

w, 9 m -1 w , 
- £ b f ^(D r) Z,,’(D if) ra-i 

m€n 10 

,ro=1 

where fi = {UJ=(O)^, .. . ,ojm_-^) : UJ^ is an non-negative integer, 

Vi, l^i^m-1, and W = m,k + m.(j(k+2))1. Note that 

. j“2 3 

j(k+2) is the weight of D-^f. 

Equation (29) can be written 

c LD
0'5-? (30) t-o 

= 
I ** u 

i*-l • o- 
• - a-r \ i $ + f v o>rn 

fo e_Q 

If we consider W and 4(k+2) = weight of D4f as polynomials 

in k, then V rnGfi 

(31) 

(3a) 

constant term of W 
j constant term of 4(k+2) 

£ 3£° 2? 12? =3 £° 32^ 
j-1 j —2 
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S
Q-3 • 

Define M(m) = 3 L 2J + 3 , where ra=3rn+2sn, and where 
j=0 U U 

a sum over the empty set is taken to be zero. Then 
m-1 

(33) S u>. < M(m). 
j=4 3 

Now we can define inductively the canonical denominator, 

6 . Clearly it is sufficient to begin the definition with 

m=4. We will show that 

(34) 6m D-^f = poly (f ,Dr ’ Sf ), 

Vj, 4^j^m, and r,s as in (3). Then in particular, 6^ Dmf = 

poly(f,Dr’sf), so that Dmf = poly(f,Dr5sf) / 6m ; and by our 

choice of 6m, we will have generated Dmf as a rational 

2 3 function of D o and D ° by using operator composition. 
2 

Set 64=0 f. By Lemma 3, 

(35) D2»D2f = c(D2f) f“2 D4f + p , 

where & € R[ff^ f3,f3. An easy calculation shows that one 

2 2 A 2 term of D *Dr is cf r3f^; so from Lemma 1, (equations (12) 
~k 2 

and (13)), u=4 and u =6 for P. Thus, by Theorem 1, f p is in 

R[f,D2f,D^f]. Therefore equation (35) becomes 

(36) (D2f)(D4f) = f2 D2oD2f T f2p. 

Hence 6^JD4f € R[f,D2f,D^f,D®’2f3. Hence 6^ satisfies the 

requirements of equation (34). 

Assume we know 6^, 4^a^m-l, satisfying (34). Set 

(37) 6 = £D
0,S°f] °[ n° D°

,S° f3 (6 )M^m)’ 
m i=0 

where m=3rQ+2sQ. We need to verify (34). Note that 

6 =poly (D®’tf), Vt, l^t^SQ. For j<m 

l~° 
By the induction hypothesis, 6m_]D^f = poly(f,D

r’sf), since 

i iL,) 
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j<m. Thus 6JD^f = poly(f,Dr’sf), r,s as in (3). Using 

equations (30) and (37) 

C _I'rr' p _l__ p*"n-2. / ^ — y»,^0 p 
(38) K1* $ - e V ( 6^,) 7D T 

_w. 
4 i V*"1 (S f 21 ^ ’ W-'V* 

3
TT, C. t v Aw.-* J U6il V* *’*1 j 

m-1 
where e=M(m) - £ u). . Equation (33) says that e>0. By the 

j=4 J 

induction hypothesis again, 6^ ^D-^f = poly(f ,Dr’ sf), Vj , 4^j^m-l. 

Therefore, (38) says that Dmf ^ x (f Dr,sf^ 

Equivalently, 

(39) Dmf = poly(f’sf) / 6m . 

The polynomial in equation (39) assumes a particularly 

convenient form. If cp € (T,k), let W(cp) = weight of cp. Then 

(40) 6 Dmf = £ c.fXl[ n° (D0,3f )^2j ] [ n (D1’jf)X2j+1], 

r,.s. 

m 
X€A j-1 I^SQ 

3+2j ^m 

where A = { X=(Xp .. ., Xm) : X^ a non-negative integer Vi, 

l^i^m, and W(6mD
mf)=kX^ + FX2* W(D^’-^f) + 

j = l J 

S x
2j+l

W(I)1’jf>]* 
l^j 

3+2 j £m 

All that remains is to find a method of determining the 

coefficients To develop such a procedure we will 

cease to restrict the domain of the differential operators, 

Dm, to T-automorphic forms. This is permissible because by 

equation (11), for fixed k and for any differentiable 

function f(z) Dmf is calculated through formal manipulation. 

That is, to show Dmf € R[f,f^...,f ] does not require any 

properties of T-automorphic forms. The rules of differentiation 

are sufficient, since for fixed lc, (11) is a formal identity, 

valid for any differentiable function f(z). 
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We will apply Cramer’s rule to calculate {c^}^. We will 

choose N=card(A) functions, substitute them into (40), and then 

apply Cramer's rule to the resulting system. ;The only 

condition we need to satisfy is that the determinant of 

coefficients for {c^}^ is non-zero. For notational 

convenience, let 

x(i) s (i) 
(41) A = det ( (j)f 

1 [ (D°’3(j)f) 
23 ] • x 

X [ n (D1, 3/•. vf )^23+1] ) 
I^P^SQ 

3+23£m 

where l^i,j ^card(A), ate the functions we seek, and 

’ * * *’^m ^)^i = A. A is a polynomial in 

^(j)f}j an^ t^ie ^^rst m derivatives of these functions. We 

will denote both the determinant and the underlying matrix 

by A. The following results will justify the use of 

Cramer's rule to calculate the c^. 

Definition 3; A finite set of functions {cpp...,cp } is 

°2 a
n P-product independent if {cp, cp,-, . . . cp_ n] _ \ is a 

1 z n <-> — , . . ., 

linearly independent set for all choices of the such that 

0£a^<P. 

Clearly for m^4 there exists P=P(m)>0 such that P bounds 

from above the largest exponent of f or any of its derivatives 

in (40). 

Lemma 5; For m^4,,P(m) as above, and n^O, there is a 

differentiable, complex-valued function, F(z), such that 

{F,F,,...,F 3 is P(m)-product independent, where F = dsF 
in s ~ 

dzs 

Remark: This result is intuitively possible since the condition 

that the product sec (F
alF°2...F“n, bellnearly dependent 

determines a subset of ffi[z] of dimension less than the 

dimension of C[z], Thus, finding a function yielding a 

linearly independent set is surely possible. 
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Proof: Let F(z) = T, a. z be a convergent power series on 
t=0 c 

an open subset of ffi. We will determine the such that F(z) 

will be a polynomial. Each product in the product set is a 

power series which is convergent on the same subset defining 

the domain of convergence for F(z). Of course the exponents 

of each element of the product set are bounded by P(m). 

Suppose there exist {B 1 , _ N such that 
CT a=(a1, ...,an+1) 

C7 ri @ r\ (7 , -i 

(42) E B„F TF, «..F n+i =0. o l n 
a 

Note this is a finite sum. Since the left-hand -side of (42) 

is a power series in z, this means that the coefficient of 

each zt is zero. Then by proper choices for at, we may impose 

arbitrarily many, non-redundant conditions on the 8 . But 

card({3 })<«>, so for at least one choice of the a., the 
a a t’ 

BQ must all vanish. Then all that remains is to show that 

for such at, F(z) is still convergent on a non-empty open set. 

That card({Ba3a) < » implies that only finitely many of the 

need to be manipulated to assure that 8^=0, for all 

permissible a. The remaining a can be set equal to zero, so 

the resulting F(z) is really a polynomial. It surely is 

convergent on some non-empty subset of (C. This completes 

the proof. 

The function derived in this way gives rise to the 

N=card(A) functions needed to show A^O, where A is given 

by (40). Let 

(«) (j)f(z) = F(j-l)N(z) • 
Q 

where F (z) = L (F(z)). We need to show that for these s 
choices, A^O. 

Lemma 6: Every square submatrix of A has non-zero determinant 

as )a polynomial in the (j)f an<^ their derivatives. 

Proof: We will use induction again. The result is true for 

single entries of A, from (41). For each j, D^’^(j)f, 
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and are each non-zero, so products of these are non¬ 

zero. Suppose the result holds for all pxp submatrices of A, 

for p<card(A). Consider any (p+l)x(p+l) submatrix, and 

consider its determinant evaluated by expansion by minors 

along its first row. The first row is generated by vf, 
U0

; 

some JQ. Let g(z) = ^ ^f(z), and let p denote the order of 

the highest derivative of g(z) appearing in any entry of this 

first row. We will show that the coefficient of (g is non- 
h 

zero, where Q is the largest exponent of g appearing in the 

first row. 

Consider all of the entries in the first row which 

contain a factor (g )^. The coefficients of (g in each 

of these terms is a non-zero polynomial in g,gp...,g^ and 

2 0-1 
(S|J)>(S|_l) • Moreover, no one of these polynomials 

is a constant multiple of any other polynomial. By the 

induction hypothesis, the minors of each term containing 

(g is a non-zero polynomial in the ...f. Further, 
^ vj / 

neither g(z) nor any of its derivatives appears in the 

determinants of any of these minors. Then the coefficient 

of (g is of the form 
r
4 

(44) 

where card(I) < p^ 

E 
i€I 

d. 
l 

P, 

poly(g5gp • • 
2 

5 

(g^)^”1) , and none of [g, gp . . ., g^} appear in any dp By 

Lemma 5, with n=N^=(card(A))^, and by (43), the set 

{g, gp...,g } is P(m)-product independent. Therefore, the 
J. H- 

sum in (44) cannot be zero, because of the P(m)-product 

independence property and the form of the dp Therefore, 

the (p+l)x(p+l) submatrix has non-zero determinant, and 

the proof is complete. 

Corollary: A^O, where A is defined by (41) and «)f by (43)- 

Proof: This is immediate, since the matrix A is a square 

submatrix of itself. 
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Then there is a set of polynomials which substituted 

into (40) yields a system from which the c^ can be calculated 

by Cramer's rule. There is no guarantee that the set generated 

from the F(z) of Lemma 5 is the simplest. Any P(m)-product 

independent set will suffice to prove Lemma 6. The pleasing 

feature of the computation method outlined here is that it 

is in principle suitable for use by a mechanical device. 
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6. Algorithmic Computation of the Expression 
We can now state an algorithm for writing Dmf as a 

2 3 rational function of f, Do, and D ©. 

Algorithm; 1] Set m=3rQ+2sQ, ^Q.SQ satisfying (3). 

2] Calculate 6 , from equation (37). 

3] Calculate W = weight(6mDmf). 
4] Determine A, given by (40). 

5] Calculate card(A). 

6] Determine some F(z) satisfying Lemma 5. 

7] Define by (43) and apply (40) to this set of 
functions. 

8] Calculate the c^ by Cramer's rule and substitute the 
results into (40) to derive the required expression. 

That this algorithm is impractical is demonstrable by 

considering the number of terms that must appear in the 

expression for F(z)i used to determine the rational expres¬ 
sion for D^f. 

1] 4=3(0)+2(2), so rQ=0 and SQ=2. 

2] 64=D2f. 

3] W=2(k+2)44(k+2)=6k+12. 

4] M(0,3,0,0),(0,0,2,0),(2,0,0,1)}. 
5] card(A)=3. 
6] :The set f^f} contains three functions, and there are 
four derivatives of each function to consider. Therefore the 

ri of Lemma 5 is 15. The P(m) of Lemma 5 is 4, so the number 
of possible products to consider to compute F(z) is 

415 - 1. 
The degree of F(z) must be greater than this number! 

Equations (12) and (13) could probably be used to reduce 

the degree of F(z). In addition,, an analysis of D^f and 
S D ’ f might allow reduction of this degree to 

manageable proportions. 
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